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摘要 

 

本研究以中研院主題計畫「社會資本的建構與效應」中，2004 年至 2007 年

兩期中國城市居民資料為研究樣本，檢視了人力資本、政治資本，以及「單位」

這一中國特有的制度因素，在轉型期中國，會如何影響當代社會的個人社會資本

取得與社會網絡關係的建構。 

首先，本文從林南的社會資本理論出發，闡述了個人的社會資本與社會網絡

在轉型期中國如何依賴於社會制度效果。 

其次，借鑒市場轉型理論的爭論，本研究聚焦在轉型期中國的單位制度因素,

在「國家-市場」的不同單位制度光譜上，如何對人力資本與政治資本轉化為個

人社會資本的過程產生影響，並提出研究框架： 

個人社會資本與社會網絡，受人力資本、政治資本與單位制度因素三大機制

的共同影響。其中，人力資本、政治資本對社會資本及社會網絡的取得，具有直

接的效果，「國家-市場」中不同的單位制度則對這一過程產生調節作用。 

經過統計模型檢驗，本研究發現，單位制度因素確實對個人社會資本與社會

網絡具有複雜的影響，特別是偏向國家的制度因素在中國市場轉型中依然發揮重

要作用，預示著市場轉型中不同種類的制度規則同時存在，並深刻地影響社會資

本與社會網絡的建構。 

 

關鍵字：社會資本、社會網絡、單位制度、中國市場轉型  
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Abstract 

 

This paper uses two waves longitudinal data of urban citizens in China from 2004 

to 2007 to examine the effects of work units, as a unique institutional effect in China, 

human capital and political capital, on the building of personal social capital and 

social networks in transitional China. 

I begin from the social capital theory of Nan Lin and illustrate how personal social 

capital and social networks in transitional China depend on the social institutional 

effect. 

Next I start from the controversial around market transition theory and focus on 

the work unit effect in transitional China effecting on the conversions from human 

capital and political capital to social capital, according to the “state-market” 

institutional spectrum. 

Then I deliver my research framework: personal social capital and social networks 

are commonly affected by human capital, political capital and work unit effects. 

While human capital and political capital directly affects the social capital and this 

process is moderated by work unit effect in the “state-market” institutional spectrum. 

This paper finds out that work unit effect does complicatedly moderate on the 

creation of social capital and social networks, indicating that different types of social 

rules do coexist during the market transition and deeply influence on the building of 

social capital and social networks.  

 

Keywords:  social capital, social networks, work unit, Market transition 
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I. Introduction 

One’s social capital, i.e. the resources embedded in the social networks (Lin, 

2001, 2002; Lin, Fu, & Hsung, 2001), is deeply influenced by its social context 

(Mollenhorst, Völker, & Flap, 2008)——which is deeply formed by social institutions 

(Chen & Volker, 2016; Tian & Lin, 2016; Völker & Flap, 2001).  

During the transition of China since 1978, from a state society to market society, 

social institutions also experience changes (Nee & Cao, 2005; X. Wu & Xie, 2003; 

Zhou, 2000a) and so do the social contexts. Then here come the questions: how could 

the social circles of people in different institutions be? How would the contexts of 

institutional changes influence personal social capital? 

This paper locates communist state society and market society (or redistributive 

economy and market economy) as two sides of distinct social institutions, trying to 

clarify corresponding social capital attributes under two different institutions. I take a 

national representative sample of urban citizens in transitional China (2004-2007, 

experiencing 20-year market transition) as an object, for it is a perfect example with 

institutions in both sides coexisting. Then I propose a theoretical framework for the 

creation of social capital and attend to test the special institutional effect on social 

capital and the way it works as well. 

The literature review begins with the clarification of social capital in the concepts 

and measurement defined by Nan Lin (2001), aiming to depict the personal social 

capital building in the institutional context of transitional China. Then I bring in the 

strength of ties, trust and density of social networks as another discussion point of 

institutional effect on social capital. Next I propose that social capital of urban 

workers in transitional China is formulated by three different but intertwined 

mechanisms (see Graph 3): Institutional effect, political capital and human capital. 

The institutional effect is described to influence on social capital not only directly, but 

also indirectly (moderator) through the political and human capital mechanism. 
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Related proxies for these mechanisms are proposed, and serval hypothesis is made. 

In the empirical part, I use a national representative two-stage panel data in 2004 

and 2007 of urban China, to test the hypothesis of the certain institutional effect, 

which transition brings to the personal social capital after 20-year reform. The effects 

of institutions on both social capital changes in three years and social networks 

building under transitional contexts would be tested.
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II. Accessed social capital affected by social institutions 

Lin (2001) clarifies two kinds of social capital: mobilized and accessed one. The 

mobilized social capital often corresponds to instrumental use of social resource 

embedded in social networks, such as job seeking in prior studies (Ao, 2007; Bian, 

1997; Bian & Ang, 1997; Lin & Flap, 2004; Marsden & Hurlbert, 1988; McDonald, 

2011; Tian & Lin, 2016; Yakubovich, 2005). 

Yet in this paper, I focus on the accessed social capital, i.e. resources accessed in 

the ego’s general social networks (Lin, 2002), in empirical researches, accessed social 

capital is proved to be positively related to labor market outcome and social position 

attainment (Lin, Ensel, & Vaughn, 1981; Erickson, 2004; Ao, 2007; Tian & Lin, 

2016;).  

The accessed social capital is also found to be meaningful as a dependent variable 

and is often determined by human capital and structure status (Boxman, De Graaf, & 

Flap, 1991; Lin, 1999; Marsden & Hurlbert, 1988).This kind of social capital is 

frequently measured by position generator (Lin, Ensel, & Vaughn, 1981; Lin, Fu, 

Hsung, 2001) and operated by heterogeneity (extensity), highest position 

(accessibility) and range (the highest minus the lowest prestige ) of the positional 

networks.  

The heterogeneity of social capital in China indicates one’s different types of 

social resources and if one’s contact reach out his work unit. The accessibility of 

social capital in China has significant and unique meaning in possessing relation 

(guanxi) to significant others in higher social ladders. The range of social capital 

measures if one’s social loop is able to merge different social stratifications. These 

three different concepts of social capital index measure and represent three important 

dimension in China society. 

In a way, the choice of mobilized social capital partly refers to the preference of 

personal social networks, i.e. who do you personally prefer for help. While accessed 
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social capital (Lin, Cook, & Burt, 2001) are more associated with the opportunities of 

the personal network resources, with existed pools of social contacts, i.e. who do you 

actually have as friends. 

Therefore, social contexts matter in social networks building. The social networks 

resulting in the accessed social capital is highly restricted by the outside environment 

of dwelling and working. In a word, accessed social capital is deeply embedded in the 

corresponding social contexts, which refers to the certain environment of social 

interaction: where new friends are recruited or connected, where potential or future 

partners are first met, where social contacts are provided ((Mollenhorst, Völker, & 

Flap., 2008; Völker, Flap, & Mollenhorst, 2009). 

And social institutions also include vital contexts factors. In former communist 

countries, workers are proved to possess a dense but strong personal social relation, 

especially attached to the former power structure in the communist period (Easter, 

2007; Rona-Tas, 1994; Rona-Tas & Guseva, 2001; Völker & Flap, 2001). These are 

cases of the social networks affected by contexts of state institutions directly. 

In the similar case in transitional China, the social contexts, which include 

opportunity contexts and accessed networks in the working and dwelling place, are 

highly affected by the institutional forces from the state, by the way of creating 

workplace and community (will be discussed later). These institutional forces in 

transition have been discussed a lot in market transition theories and by their 

opponents (Nee, 1989, 1991; Nee & Cao, 2005). But the discussions are only 

restricted in the scopes of economic gains and social status (Bian & Logan, 1996; 

Hauser & Xie, 2005; X. Wu, 2002; Xie & Hannum, 1996; Zhao & Zhou, 2002). 

Limited literature concerns on the transitional effects on social capital and networks 

(Bian, 1994, 1997, 2008; Bian & Logan, 1996; Tian & Lin, 2016; Zhang & Lin, 2015) 

and even seldom on the institutional effects.  

Thus, I propose a framework for the social capital creating mechanism, 

emphasizing the institutional force in both space and timing in transitional China (see 

Graph 3).  
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III. Strength of ties, trust, and the density of networks in transitional China 

China experiencing the market reform (or transition) from 1978 has been through 

the institutions of both communist (redistributive) and capitalist (market) society. 

According to the gradual process of reform (in the sequence of both sectors and 

regions), the attributes and results of both institutions coexist in transitional China, 

including the way of affecting social capital and networks. 

The strength of ties, which offers distinct social resources (M. S. Granovetter, 

1973), is often regarded as an explanation mechanism for labor market outcome (Lin, 

Ensel, Vaughn, 1981; Yakubovich, 2005). Yet few studies (Ao, 2007; Hsung, 2014; 

(Mollenhorst, Völker, & Flap, 2008; Son, 2012) have focused on the forming process 

of different ties. For instance, in which social contexts or institutions, strong or weak 

ties tend to be built, and be maintained more commonly (Mollenhorst, Völker, & Flap, 

2008)? 

Trust, in addition, is mostly related to the strength of ties. In a communist society, 

people are embedded in command economy and regimes. Their social lives tend to be 

restricted by political control. Accordingly, high trust being put on strong ties is 

common in this case, and Volker and Flap (2001) finds out that people in former 

German Democratic Republic (GDR) rely and trust more on the strong ties of small 

networks than weak ties of heterogeneous networks. Weak ties are regarded as a 

liability under the communist institutional context as GDR.  

In a post-communist country experiencing a market-like institutional 

transformation, people are experiencing a huge change in social life and reshaping 

their social networks. In these cases, weak tie comes into play and shows the 

advantages as Granovetter (1973) observed in the developed normal market. The 

other case is the gradual vanishing of the distinction between networks of strong and 

weak ties after the fall of the Berlin Wall (Völker & Flap, 2001). 

Yet the residual effect of strong ties in pre-transitional time still persists due to the 

process and extent of transition/reform going. As the power and strength of political 
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position of former communist time still partly stand (Easter, 2007; Rona-Tas, 1994; 

Rona-Tas & Guseva, 2001), the social networks building also preserve former traits, 

such as the universality of strong ties and the trust spent on them (Bian, 1997; Bian & 

Logan, 1996). Tian and Lin (2016) examine the trend of weak and strong ties used in 

network-based job searches from 1978 to 2008, stating that the use of weak ties 

increases and the use of strong ties persists. It seems the institutional effects on social 

ties building and trust during transition remains uncertain. 

Yet this finding in job searches is restricted in the certain use of job contacts, the 

mobilized social capital by Lin’s definition. The total and general social networks are 

absent in these job-searching studies (Ao, 2007; Bian, 1997, 2002; Lin & Flap, 2004; 

Tian & Lin, 2016; Yakubovich, 2005), and exploring the total network building of 

social ties would be impossible. Because we cannot estimate the total networks by 

mobilized social capital: using the strong ties as job contacts does not mean that one 

has a general strong-ties-network, not to mention the trust put on them. Thus, it would 

be meaningful to explore the social ties building and trust on ties in the general 

position-based social networks under the transitional contexts.  

Network density is another discussion point of social network building. Pulling 

back to the research of Volker and Flap (1999, 2001) on the advantage of strong ties in 

East Germany, small and dense networks of close relations is more common in 

communist time for it is more trustworthy. The East German case partly explains how 

social contexts from institutions directly influence personal networks building 

(network density). From the perspective of social networks, it can be inferred that 

such restricted and small networks must be intra-connected, which means that one’s 

contacts in such dense networks know each other well. This proxy of density refers to 

the structural characters of individual’s accessed networks, the extent of the closure or 

connectedness of personal network. Coleman (1988) mentions that the closure of a 

network contributes to social control of network members, for instance, sanctioning 

and monitoring children’s behavior in school. While Burt’s “structural holes” theory 

(Burt, 2009) emphasizes a less dense network benefits information diffusion and 

provide strength to the position of “hole”. 
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But the density may also differentiate under distinct social contexts in both its 

origin and function. Especially in Chinese societies, a less dense network may be 

viewed as disadvantageous. Both study of Hi-tech industry of China and Taiwan 

(Guan, Hsung, & Lin, 2012; Xiao & Tsui, 2007) finds out that so-called “structural 

holes” are not conducive or even have negative effects on employees’ career or 

performance. Hsung finds out that the density of and trust in embedded accessed 

networks are only favored in individuals in non-hi-tech sectors (Hsung, Lin, & Lu, 

2013). 

In transitional China, the density of personal networks may also manifest as an 

important index if the institutional effect of transition is effective enough to create a 

distinction between old and new, communist and market. This index can prove out 

whether a dense network is mostly linked to strong ties and high trust.  

In a word, people embedded in certain social contexts tend to possess the proper 

strength of ties, trust, and density of networks. The case of transitional China 

(2004-2007) is a perfect object, the reforms of transition have been carried out for 20 

years but are still far from turning China into a typical market economy/institution. 

The link between social networks attributes and social contexts/institutions should be 

a good reflection. I assume that as well as accessed social capital, there is also a 

salient distinction in the building of strength of ties and the trust spent on it, between 

the old communist (or what is left of it) institutions and the new transitional 

institutions. 

These three factors provide another angle of social capital/network building other 

than accessed social capital alone. Moreover, there are vital logic relations among 

these three conceptions: which strength of ties come with proper trust put on them? 

How connected a network should be to correspond with such ties and trust? How they 

differ from diverse institutions? This angle of research can properly indicate the 

institutional effect on social capital in transitional China, by revealing the problems of 

structural embeddedness (M. Granovetter, 1985) on the individuals under the social 

contexts. 
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IV. Institutional effect on social capital through work unit: From state to 

private sector 

The institutional effects of contexts are effective in work units (danwei) and 

region location. The effect are tightly connected to the reform or market transition in 

China for the past 20 years and has direct effects on shaping personal social capital 

and network. 

The market transition in China begins at economic aspect, opening regions to 

foreign investment and encouraging private sectors establishment, it also brings the 

privatization of state sectors (Nee, 1989, 1991, 1996; Nee & Cao, 1999). The 

transition alters the total social context of urban citizens in working, dwellings and 

daily contacts, and eventually brings about numbers of social changes across labor 

market (Bian, 1994, 2002; Bian & Ang, 1997; Hanser, 2002; Nee, 1989, 1991, 1996; 

Nee & Cao, 1999), inequality (Fan, 1995; Fan & Sun, 2008; Hauser & Xie, 2005; Ho 

& Li, 2008; X. Wu, 2002; Xie & Hannum, 1996; Zhou, 2000a), organizations (Kiong 

& Kee, 1998; Wei & Xueguang, 2004; Xie, Lai, & Wu, 2009; Xie & Wu, 2008), 

powers (Bian & Logan, 1996; Nee, 1989; Walder, 1994) and social relations (Douglas 

Guthrie, 1998; Doug Guthrie, 2002; Hsung & Breiger, 2013; Hwang, 1998; Lin, 2001; 

Tian & Lin, 2016; Yang, 2002). 

The transition of institutions affects personal social capital in organizations (work 

units). The transition also changes work units (Dittmer & Lu, 1996; Francis, 1996; 

Naughton, 2004; Xie, Lai & Wu, 2009; Xie & Wu, 2008), enriching the supply side 

and expanding the demand side of social networks. 

With the social context of institutions changing, one’s structural status, accessed 

social capital (Lin, Cook, & Burt, 2001), and then network building, are all affected. 

This mechanism executes on one’s opportunities and inclinations in building a social 

network.  

In the prior literature of market transition, institutional changes often perform 

through danwei, i.e. work unit. Danwei is a unique terminology in contemporary 
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China, which not only refers to workers’ working organization, but also contains strict 

personal bondage to workers through community and long-term organization 

attachment (Dittmer & Xiaobo, 1996; Francis, 1996; Naughton, 2004; Xie, Lai, & Wu, 

2009; Xie & Wu, 2008). Before the transition since 1978, danwei provides with both 

working and dwelling services for its employees from cradle to grave, including job 

mobility, household registration, political affiliations, schooling for children, family 

member welfare, internal gated community, etc. danwei is almost the whole social 

context besides family ties (Walder, 1988, 1994; Wei & Xueguang, 2004). Thus, 

danwei matters a lot in the social capital building in transitional China. 

Nee (1989, 1991) uses “redistributive and market economy” to represent two 

types of economy sectors in transition. By the early transition or privatization reform, 

almost all danwei are in the redistributive economy, in control of state forces or 

regulative power. The reform since 1978 brings about new private sectors and later 

urges some state sectors to reform (however, they are still called “danwei” after 

market-like changed), yet the residual effect of danwei still persists (Bian & Logan, 

1996; Dittmer & Xiaobo, 1996; Francis, 1996; Naughton, 2004; Wei & Xueguang, 

2004). Even after the market transition, danwei has continued to be a key element in 

creating social stratification in China (Xie, Lai, & Wu, 2009; Xie & Wu, 2008). 

Inside danwei of state sectors, the political position and relational bonds matter a 

lot in gaining returns and welfare. It provides workers with motivations to maintain a 

connection with few powerful contacts in danwei (e.g. cadres or supervisors, which 

would be explained in later parts). 

In other post-communist countries, in which people being attached to old state 

regimes, used to hold a restricted but strong and dense social network (Völker & Flap, 

2001). I propose that the case in transitional China partly takes shapes of its 

counterparts: workers in danwei of the redistributive economy tend to possess strong 

but dense social capital. This shaping of social network is processed by two individual 

demand sides: 

1) The necessity of strong ties with key contacts. Relationships with powerful and 

important positions (cadres) are helpful in bargaining for interest distribution, 
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including welfare, performance evaluation and job arrangement. It’s important to 

maintain close relationships with key cadres or supervisors; 

2) The unnecessity of expanding a wider social network. The productive mission 

of state sectors in the redistributive economy is set. Without market competition, 

production arrangement is fixed and planned, so to build a wide social networks is 

unnecessary. Thus, the motivation for expanding one’s social network is absent; 

And two contextual supply sides: 

3) The pool of contacts in the work is limited. The job assignment policy before 

1978 created a fixed procedure (Bian, 1994; Tian & Lin, 2016) of job supply and 

employing after college, so the source of employers are highly homogeneous and 

restricted in danwei, which limits the diversity of social contact pools. 

4) The pool of contacts outside the work is absent and unnecessary. The old 

danwei provides with a full-functional——the needs of goods supply, public service, 

education system even job assignment (Dittmer & Xiaobo, 1996; Francis, 1996; 

Naughton, 2004)——community for employees. These unique contexts reduce the 

needs of knowing heterogeneous contacts from other communities for living 

functions. 

These effects follow the path dependency, leaving the residual effect of old 

contexts on new entrants even after 20 years of reform, especially in the less 

transformed units. While transitional effects are also brought to the transitional units. 

With the transition beginning, the private sectors are established, meanwhile, 

state sectors are gradually turned into the market economy. Parts of danwei, with their 

titles unchanged, begin to transform into a relatively market-like work unit just as 

their new founded private rivals. Workers in these market economy tend to follow the 

market logic, which prefers the human capital instead of political capital and 

relationship to be key elements of return (Nee, 1989, 1991). Back to the personal 

social capital, it means: 

1) The necessity of strong ties with key contacts vanishes, or are relatively less 

important. The wages, welfares, and job arrangement not only depend on cadres but 

also the labor performance and human capital adhering to protocols. There is less 
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need for people to know cadre contacts. 

2) The new market economy is confronted with competition with rivals and 

productive mission is no longer set in the plan. These trends force companies 

(especially new private sectors) to explore potential business chances, which result in 

employees’ motivation to expand personal social networks for more business 

information. 

3) The new market economy also provides with an environment for workers to 

know newly recruited (instead of assigned) employees. Formal free employing, 

instead of job assignment, increases employees’ job mobility, then their heterogeneity 

and enriches the contact pools. 

4) Danwei is also changing (although slowly), with the household registration 

policy loosing and job mobility frequency increasing. Outsiders enter the community 

of danwei, and the chances of knowing new social contacts are improved. 

During the gradual transition, the changes of units are separated into two 

directions: the new established/entered unit from private or foreign fund, and the old 

path-dependent/un-transformed unit of state or collective forces. The former ones 

embrace the market economy and latter ones are still embedded in the redistributive 

economy. 

In summary, the impact of work unit or danwei change is a vital perspective of 

institutional effect on personal social capital on both supply and demand sides. And it 

is also another angle to test if the social capital in urban China matches the market 

mechanism of so-called “market transition theory” of Nee (1989, 1991, 1996; 2005), 

which prefers the human capital to be key elements benefiting wages rather than 

political capital after transition——here comes my questions: besides wages, does the 

human capital also stand in creation of social capital? 

As discussed above, two sides/directions of institution in transitional China may 

bring different social logic to their workers and their institutional effect is to be 

confirm. For practical operation, I title the market-inclined units after transition 

(newly established or foreign capital as in total market economy) as “transitional 

sector”, title those units which staying in redistributive economy as “state sectors”, 
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and the units privatized from state owned or supervised danwei for marketization as 

sector in-between. Thus four types of units (foreign, private, hybrid and state unit) 

stand as an institutional spectrum as graph 1 & graph 2 shows. 

Following the units in institutional spectrum and their potential effect in social 

interaction as discussed above, here I hypothesize that the impact of reform through 

work unit/danwei, functioning on personal social capital as following (and the 

hypothesis are also shown in graph 1): 

H1a The workers in state sector possessed less heterogeneous, position-higher, 

but narrower-ranged social capital than those in transitional sector. 

H1b The workers in state sector possessed more strong ties than those in 

transitional sector. 

H1c The workers in state sector possessed higher network density and less trust 

in social network than those in transitional sector. 
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State Sector               Transitional sector 

Redistributive economy    Market economy 

Graph 1: Basic Hypothesis of the direct institutional effect on social 

capital 
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V. Political capital on social capital in reform era: party membership and 

cadres 

The accessed social capital is determined by structural status. Thus, peoples’ 

positions partly determine their social networks.  

In China before the reform/transition in 80s, workers’ positions mostly refer to 

their political and cadres positions. From the perspective of market transition theory 

(Nee, 1989), the interest returning to the political elements are main mechanisms of 

return of work in pre-reform era. The political position or political capital can be 

represented by communist party membership (CPC) to some extent. And the positions 

of cadres reflects one’s supervisor level and corresponding power in the work unit to 

distribute interests. 

During the transition, the advantages of party members and former cadres still 

persist or even increase (Bian & Logan, 1996; Francis, 1996; X. Wu, 2006; X. Wu & 

Xie, 2003; Xie & Hannum, 1996) in the new pattern of the market economy. These 

trends of path dependency not only happen in China but also occur in other 

transforming post-communist countries (Easter, 2007; Rona-Tas, 1994; Rona-Tas & 

Guseva, 2001; Völker & Flap, 2001). 

From this point of view, political capital still works out in the transitional China 

in not only the economic return but also the social capital——if the advantages of the 

economic return to political capital still stand, it can be inferred that such workers in 

powerful positions 1) have more chances to access to more and higher social contacts; 

2) will be passively contacted by lower level workers (for better interest distribution); 

3) may pay more trust in his social loops for he is the one who holding powers. 

It indicates that workers with more political capitals enjoy wider social capital 

while they also hold a bunch of weak ties which they are not intentionally looking for. 

Here comes the following hypothesis: 

H2a The workers with more political capital possessed more heterogeneous, 

position-higher and wider-ranged social capital than those with less political capital. 
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H2b The workers with more political capital possessed fewer strong ties than 

those with less political capital. 

H2c The workers with more political capital possessed more trust and more 

network density in social ties than those with less political capital. 

Also, I add the previous discussion of institutional effect into the hypothesis. 

Under redistributive institutions, the political capital may still play an important role 

in gaining social capital, while the situation under transitional/market institutions 

reverses. Thus, different work units (danwei) would also moderate the social capital 

returning to political capital, and such effective direction follows the institution 

spectrum discussed above: 

H3 The social capital return on political capital is lower in transitional sector 

than in state sector. 
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VI. Human capital on social capital in reform era: education, job tenure and 

job mobility 

In the human capital theory, human capital can be represented by education and 

working experience (Becker, 1993; Mincer, 1974). The economic returns (wage and 

salary) to human capital has also been discussed a lot.  

In this paper, the human capital effecting on social capital is decomposed into 

education, job tenure, and job mobility. The education level is proved to be an 

important element contributing to social capital (Coleman, 1988; Erickson, 2004; Flap 

& Völker, 2004; Fu, Hsung, & Lee, 2014; Hsung & Breiger, 2014; Lin, Cook, & Burt, 

2001; Ao, 2007; Son, 2012), this paper would re-verify its effect in the context of 

transitional China. The last two elements represent working experience, and are 

inseparable with the market transition, thus, I am about to discuss the unique effect of 

job tenure and mobility on social capital in transitional China. 

As a dependent variable, a person’s social capital is also proved to be (at least 

partly) positively related to one’s education, working condition, contact frequency, etc. 

(Fu, Hsung, & Lee, 2014; Hsung & Breiger, 2013). Yet the creation mechanisms of 

social capital under transitional/hybrid social contexts in China have not been fully 

clarified. 

The original work of social capital lays in the classical argument of Coleman 

(1988). Social capital occurred in his article as the element “in creation of the human 

capital“, yet here I propose a key question of this paper in a reverse logic: How does 

the social capital return to human capital?  

Also, bringing the social contexts of transitional China back comes two 

questions: 

1) How does the human capital of working experience (job tenure and job 

mobility) influence on social capital in transitional China? 

2) Does the institutional effect of unit/sector moderate the influence of human 
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capital on social capital? 

 

For the first question, besides education, working experience is more complex, 

consisting of both job tenure and job mobility.  

In this paper, working experience is decomposed into job tenure and job mobility. 

Job tenure in this paper refers to certain working years in the current organization, and 

job mobility means the organizations (units) a worker has changed. For the workers 

who never change their jobs, their total working experience is equal to their job tenure. 

Since the lack of data of total working years, I use two variables in this paper to 

represent total working experience: job tenure in current organization, and job 

mobility. 

Prior studies have partly explored the influence of working experience on the 

social capital. Boxman, Graaf and Flap (1991) focus on how the interplay of both 

human and social capital affecting income attainment. They use “years after school”, 

as a factor of working experience and argue that Dutch managers’ human capital 

produce social capital. Lazega’s study on office advice networks predicts the effect of 

seniority on a specified social interaction: advice seeking and exchange (Lazega & 

van Duijn, 1997). He finds that an associate tends to seek advice from more senior 

associates. Erickson’s study (2004) finds that working conditions matters in the 

diversity of contact networks in Canada. Yet she is not able to operate working years. 

Volker and Flap (2008) find out that job tenure in ones’ current occupation, has no 

significant effect on the creation of social capital measured by position generators. 

McDonald (2011) manages to show that work experience is gender-inclined relating 

to jobs matching. Yet he also mentions that studies on the relation between social 

capital and working experience are in lack. 

Another similar approach for the effect of job tenure may be the estimation of age 

since the high correlation between age and working experience. 

In the field of gerontology, there is affluent literature of ages affecting social 

capital or social participation. These literatures mostly reveal that social network size 

or social participation usually increases with one’s age, until the inverted U-shaped 
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curve—just like the curve of working experience affecting on the wage in human 

capital theories— occurs again and one’s social engagements begin to shrink at 

advanced life-stage (Erickson, 2004; McDonald & Mair; Pugliesi & Shook, 1998). 

Although the distinct between age and job tenure must be clarified and underlined, 

these studies have significance in the working experience effects on social capital. 

However, among the prior studies lays two lack of discussion on social capital. 

First, most of the literature are not capable of operating the working experience as job 

tenure or mobility but compromise to take other analogous concepts (Boxman, De 

Graaf, & Flap, 1991; Erickson, 2004; Lazega & van Duijn, 1997); Second, some of 

them use general but also vague concepts of social capital (such as ”advice network”, 

“social participations”, “network size”, etc.) due to the restricted measurement 

((Boxman, De Graaf, & Flap, 1991; Lazega & van Duijn, 1997; McDonald, 2011) 

These concepts are in different social contexts and could hardly be persuasive and 

identified as “social capital.” 

Pulling the scope back in transitional China, cases may change a little. Before the 

market transition, almost all workers are in state sectors through job assignment, thus, 

job mobility across organizations is brought by administrative transferring. There is 

seldom job mobility within the careers of workers. From the supply side of social 

capital, workers can only accumulate social capital in current organization, namely 

danwei, but hardly have chances accessing to new social networks through job 

mobility. 

After the market transition, as the new market sectors have been set up and old 

state sectors begin to reform, job mobility across organizations become normal and 

frequent. Workers could obtain affluent working experience through more than one 

job, gather social networks in different working organizations. 

Thus, the job mobility across different organizations helps to expand social 

capital by establishing different clusters of social networks corresponding to certain 

organizations. The job tenure, in another perspective, affects social capital by 

accumulating social contacts in one social network of the current organization. 

Overall, job mobility creates different but weak circles of social capital, 
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meanwhile job tenure helps in gathering and strengthening social capital (strong ties) 

in a certain circle. 

Here, similar to H2a to H2c, I also hypothesize that: 

H4a The workers with more job mobility possessed more heterogeneous, 

position-higher and wider-ranged social capital than those with less job mobility; 

H4b The workers with more job mobility possessed fewer strong ties in their 

networks than those with less job mobility; 

H4c The workers with more job mobility possessed less trust and less network 

density than those with less job mobility. 

 

H5a The workers with more job tenure possessed less heterogeneous, 

position-lower and narrower-ranged social capital than those with less job tenure; 

H5b The workers with more job tenure possessed more strong ties in their 

networks than those with less job tenure;  

H5c The workers with more job tenure possessed more trust and more network 

density in ties than those with less job tenure. 

 

For the second question, prior literature show that education does manifest 

different effect on economic capital in different institutions. Higher economic return 

to education in market economy has been partly proved as an obvious phenomenon in 

China (Bian & Logan, 1996; Hauser & Xie, 2005; X. Wu & Xie, 2003; Zhao & Zhou, 

2002; Zhou & Suhomlinova, 2001), though opponent scholars have questioned if the 

educational return is the direct result of market-like institution (X. Wu & Xie, 2003; 

Zhou, 2000b). 

Educational effect on social capital, same as on economic returns, should also be 

more positive in the market economy than the old, redistributive economy after 

market transition. In other words, the institutional effect moderates the educational 

effect on the social capital.  

The same logic of the institutional effect as a moderator, too, should stand in the 

effect of job tenure and mobility as the other two proxies of human capital. 
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Considering the discussion of institutional effect in transitional China, I bring danwei 

into the scope as moderators——does the general human capital contribute to social 

capital more under the transitional/market institutions than under the redistributive 

institutions? Following the discussion above of institution spectrum, I make the 

following hypothesis same as H3, the moderator effect of institution through 

unit/sector are hypothesized as below, yet the exact effective direction remains 

unknown: 

H6 The effect of human capital (education, job mobility and job tenure) on social 

capital return can be moderated by institutional effects through work units (danwei) 

according to the institution spectrum. 

 And all hypothesis is summarized in table 1. 
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Graph 2: Basic hypothesis of the moderated institutional effect 

between human/political capital and social capital 

 

Table 1: Hypothesis summary 
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Graph 3: Framework of Three Mechanism on Social Capital 
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VII. Data and method 

The dataset in this article is drawn from the project of “Social Capital: Its Origins 

and Consequences” funded by Academia Sinica. This is a national sample of 159 

cities in urban China, and is applied in the researches of Lin, Fu and Chen (2013), Son 

(2012), Fu, Hsung and Lee (2014). The first wave of the survey from urban China is 

collected from November 2004 to March 2005 with a total sample size of 3529, 

includes both telephone and personal interviews. The second wave survey following 

up in the same sample is executed in 2007 and includes 2237 samples. I already 

excluded the respondents of non-working (retired, house-keeping, students and 

unemployment). 

Dependent Variables 

Social capital is measured through the position generator developed by Nan Lin 

(Lin, Ensel, & Vaughn, 1981; Lin, Fu, & Hsung, 2001), “I am going to ask some 

general questions about jobs some people you know may now have”, 22 occupations 

according to occupational prestige are provided in the answer (Shown as below in 

table 2).  
Table 2: 22 occupations according to occupational prestige 
occupation prestige occupation prestige 
1 Nurse 54 2 Writer 58 
3 Farmer  38 4 Lawyer 73 
5 Middle school teacher 60 6 Housemaid 23 
7 Janitor 21 8 Personnel manager 60 
9 Administrative assistant 49 10 Hair dresser 32 
11 Accountant 49 12 Security guard 30 
13 Production manager 63 14 Operator in a factory 34 
15 Computer programmer 51 16 Receptionist 38 
17 Taxi driver 31 18 Professor 78 
19 Hotel bell boy 20 20 Policeman 40 
21 CEO 70 22 Regular civil servant 59 

And the diversity of social capital is decomposed into 3 indexes: extensity, range, 

and accessibility. 

Social capital Extensity: which reflects the numbers of contacted occupations 
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(selected for measuring the respondent’s access to certain social resources). 

Social capital accessibility (or Maximum resources/highest prestige): the highest 

occupation prestige of respondents’ contacted occupations. 

Social capital range: the range of the highest occupation prestige to the lowest of 

respondents’ contacted occupations. 

Kinship social tie and the proportion of it: This variable refers to the kinship 

social ties between the respondent and his/her social contact and the exact proportion 

of this tie relationship in one’s total contacts of position networks. The question is 

“what is his/her relationship to you?” including 29 types of relationships. I take 

kinship ties (schooling relations and working relation ties are also calculated yet it 

doesn’t show statistical significance in later analysis) to acquire family relations. The 

proportion of kinship tie are calculated as the certain number of kinship ties divided 

by one’s total network size, being multiplied by 100 so it scores from 0 to 100. 

The strength of ties and the proportion of strong ties: Ask through “How close are 

you to him/her?” to measure the closeness of the ties. It is coded into scores from 1 to 

5 refer to the strength of ties. The proportion of strong ties (score 1 “very close” or 2 

“close” defined as strong ties) are calculated in the same way as kinship ties above. 

The density of personal network: “Among the above people you mentioned, how 

many know each other?” ask about the extent that how well the contacts of one’s 

network know each other, converted into a 1-5 score variable from low to high. 

Trust in the personal network: “Among the above people you mentioned, how 

many can be trusted?” measuring the trust a respondent put on his network, 1-5 score. 

Main Explanatory Variables 

Human capital variables:  

Years of job tenure: coded as a continuous variable. Asking as “When did you 

start to work in this company (organization) or when did you find this company 

(organization)?” 

Job mobility: a 3-piont scale of job mobility; 0-never change job since the first 

job; 1-change job once; 2-change job twice or more. 

Years of education: “How many years of education have you completed from 
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elementary school till now?” 

Political capital variables 

Cadres/Supervisor level: converted into a 3 interval variable referring to 1) 

normal workers, 2) low-level supervisor (Did you supervise people as part of this job) 

and 3) high-level supervisor (Of the people that you supervised, did any of them 

supervise others), to measure the exact position and level of one in a work units. 

Communist party membership (CPC): dummy variable as 1 “Yes”, 0 “No”. 

Institutional effect variables: 

Work Units/danwei Categories: Reflecting the nature of the work units (What 

industry is the work unit in?), I recombined the options into 11 categories: 1. Private 

enterprises; 2. Government agencies; 3. Institutions; 4. State-owned enterprises; 5. 

Collective-owned enterprises; 6. Cooperative enterprises; 7. Joint ownership and 

limited liability CO.; 8. Sino-Foreign Joint-venture enterprises; 9. Enterprises with 

investment from Hong Kong, Macau, and Taiwan; 10. Foreign investment;  

In the prior study of units/danwei, the classification of unit is usually defined as a 

dummy variable of “state or private” (Dittmer & Xiaobo, 1996; Naughton, 2004; Nee, 

1989, 1991; Tian & Lin, 2016; Xie, Lai, & Wu, 2009; Xie & Wu, 2008), yet as I 

discuss above, the gradual transition in China brings about complex and multiple 

types of unit, their essence are far away from only their ownership. Thus my 

classification locate four types of unit according to their different extents of transition 

following the institutional spectrum above. 

All 10 units above would be combined and converted into a 4-level interval 

variable from redistributive sector to market sector. Four type of units include foreign 

unit (including foreign/sino-foreign units, and units funded by Hong 

Kong\Macao\Taiwan ), private unit (owned by private), hybrid unit (including 

“Collective-owned enterprises, Cooperative enterprises and joint-venture units”, the 

units between totally private and purely state owned, most of which are units 

transformed from former state or collective units), state unit (refers to “Government 

agencies; Institutions; State-owned enterprises”, which still highly controlled or 

supervised by state forces) to match my research purpose. These unit types echo the 
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sequence of institutional spectrum in graph 1 and graph 2, from highly 

market-inclined institution (foreign and private unit) to in-between institution (hybrid 

unit), then to highly state-inclined institution (state unit). 

Also, the distribution of such classification corresponds to the exact population 

distribution in different units (considering the restricted survey scope of 159 cities, the 

smaller proportion of private unit population than national census is understandable), 

according to the official national census (data from 2004 & 2006 of CHINA CITY 

STATISTICAL YEARBOOK) (see table 3 below). 
Table 3: Population distribution in units in sample survey and national census 

Population distribution in units of 

Project  “Social Capital: Its Origins and Consequences” (urban sample in 159 cities) 

 Unit type foreign private hybrid state total 

2004 Frequency 69 603 671 1831 3174 

Percent (%) 2.17 19 21.14 57.69 100 

2007 Frequency 41 396 649 1099 2185 

Percent (%) 1.88 18.12 29.70 50.30 100 

Population distribution in units of 

2003 & 2006 of CHINA CITY STATISTICAL YEARBOOK (urban population of 

national census) 

 Unit type Private/self-employ Danwei Total 

2003 Frequency (1000) 3483.8 6305.9 9787.9 

Percent (%) 35.5 64.4 100 

2006 Frequency 4201.58 6750.87 10952.45 

Percent (%) 38.36 61.64 100 

 Work Units size: the number of employees in the organization. The first wave 

variable: 1) zero, 2)1 to 9, 3)10 to 99, 4)100 to 499, 5)500 or more. The second wave 

variable: 1) zero, 2)1 to 9, 3)10 to 24, 4)25 to 99, 5)100 to 499, 6)500 or more. 

Personal attributes: 

Male: Dummy variable of “0-1” in which “1” refers to the male. 

Age: Continuous variable from 18 to 71 (data in 2004). 
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Research Methods: 

With two-stage panel data of 2237 samples, the main and interaction effect 

between institutional effect (units) and other effects (human and political capital) on 

social capital would be tested in both ordinary linear square model and heckman 

selection model to confirm the main effect of human and political capital, and the 

moderator effect of institutions.  

It would be hard to clarify the causality between structural variables 

(human/political capital and institutions) and the social capital/network, if the social 

capital/networks are to be predicted by their simultaneous structural 

variables——does one’s current structural position brings about one’s current social 

capital or in reverse, one’s current social capital lead to one’s current structural 

position? 

To exclude such confusion, the dependent variables of social capital/networks 

would be drawn from the dataset of 2007 (wave 2), meanwhile the independent and 

control variables are extracted from the 2004 dataset (wave 1). Through such model 

design, it would be one’s prior structural position (three years ago) I use to predict 

one’s current social capital/network (three years later).  

The social capital/networks variables in 2004 would be used as prior (t1) 

dependent variables to control autocorrelation bias. Thus the exact social 

capital/networks change between 2004 and 2007 would be the true result I intend to 

predict. 

With the missing data between the first and the second wave of the survey, it is 

necessary to apply Heckman selection model considering the selection bias of those 

1292 samples missing in the second wave in 2007.  

Following the hypothesis above (as table 1 shows above), four stages of analysis 

would be performed:  

In the first stage, the basic distribution of social capital/network in different units 

would be described. 

In the second stage, I would examine the direct effect of institution on social 

capital/networks, which is mentioned in hypothesis H1. 
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In the third stage, the hypothesis H2, H4 and H5 on the exact effects of 

human/political capital on social capital/network would be tested. Five different 

independent variables as proxies of two kinds of capital would be used. The classical 

conclusions that social capital benefited from human and political capital (Bian, 2008; 

Coleman, 1988; Erickson, 2004; Flap & Völker, 2004; Fu, Hsung, & Lee, 2014; 

Hsung & Breiger, 2013; Son, 2012; S. Wu, 2007; Zhang & Lin, 2015) can be 

re-verified under the context of transitional China. 

In the fourth stage, Hypothesis H3 and H6 are to be verified on whether the 

institutional effect does have a moderator effect in the relation between human capital 

and social capital/networks creation. The interaction effect between institutions and 

human/political capital is to be performed in the model.  
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VIII. Descriptive Statistics 

Table 4: Data in 2004 
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Dependent Variables      

Extensity of Social capital of different types    

Total network 3,529 7.583451 4.751169 0 22 

Kinship network 3,529 1.530179 1.464144 0 11 

Working network 3,529 1.588835 2.041963 0 19 

School network 3,529 1.178521 1.5802 0 15 

Close network 3,529 3.535279 2.955732 0 22 

Non-kinship network 3,529 6.054123 4.449218 0 22 

Proportion of certain types of social capital in total types (%)   

Kinship ties 3,505 24.51741 24.91092 0 100 

Working relation 3,505 20.29299 23.32121 0 100 

Schooling relation 3,505 15.52066 18.96052 0 100 

Close ties 3,505 50.16974 29.95177 0 100 

Accessibility & range of Social capital of total network  
Accessibility 3,529 64.7444 12.21082 0 78 

Range 3,529 35.35959 15.68372 0 58 

Independent Variables      

Personal Characteristics      

Age 3,529 39.30065 10.35898 19 71 

male 3,529 0.493908 0.500034 0 1 

married 3,529 1.898838 0.404371 1 3 

Human Capital      

Years of education 3,143 11.43334 3.185231 0 25 

Years of job tenure 3,399 12.93704 10.35461 0 50 

Job-hopping experience 3,509 0.491023 0.688099 0 2 

Political Capital      

CPC membership 3,529 0.218759 0.413463 0 1 

Cadres/Supervisor extent 3,468 1.375721 0.693502 1 3 

Personal Network traits      

Density of personal network 3,141 2.694046 1.104273 1 5 

Trust in personal network 3,311 3.781033 0.7796988 1 5 

Institutional Effect      

Work Units Categories      

Type of units 3,174 1.064902 0.6959045 0 3 
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Table 5: Data in 2007 
Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Dependent Variables      

Extensity of Social capital of different types    

Total network 2,130 7 4.74944 0 22 

Kinship network 2,130 1 1.32369 0 11 

Working network 2,130 1.05554 1.861344 0 20 

School network 2,130 1 1.207495 0 10 

Close network 2,130 1.909323 2.686627 0 25 

Non-kinship network 2,130 3.393596 4.31604 0 22 

Proportion of certain types of social capital in total types (%)   

Kinship ties 2,057 25.01337 26.63843 0 100 

Working relation 2,057 24.16317 25.6547 0 100 

Schooling relation 2,057 14.9631 20.37568 0 100 

Close ties 2,057 48.7408 32.70721 0 100 

Accessibility & range of Social capital of total network  

Accessibility 2,222 61.73717 15.89351 0 78 

Range 2,222 31.76193 17.17627 0 58 

Independent Variables      

Personal Characteristics      

Age 2,237 42.13456 10.04072 23 67 

male 2,237 0.490836 0.500028 0 1 

married 2,235 1.963311 0.335188 1 3 

Human Capital      

Years of education 2,191 11.98722 3.208126 0 22 

Years of job tenure 2,176 14.98989 11.0409 1 63 

Job-hopping experience 2,190 0.56895 0.733923 0 2 

Political Capital      

CPC membership 2,231 0.303003 0.45966 0 1 

Cadres/Supervisor extent 2,213 1.339358 0.635786 1 3 

Personal Network traits      

Density of personal network 3,141 2.694046 1.104273 1 5 

Trust in personal network 3,311 3.781033 0.7796988 1 5 

Institutional Effect      

Working Units Categories      

Type of units 2,185 1.153318 0.7280482 0 3 
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IX. Statistical Analysis 

The two waves sampling collected the respondents’ social capital in 2004 and 

2007 by position generator. As discussed above, in the empirical operation of 

regression model, the measures of one’s current social capital in 2007 would be 

explained by ones’ prior structural position in 2004 (organization and other capital 

factors). 

Besides treating the later social capital consequence in 2007 as dependent 

variable and taking prior variables in 2004 as determinants, I also add the prior social 

capital/ network in 2004 into the model to exclude the autocorrelation bias. In this 

model, what shows in the model is the social capital/networks change between 2004 

and 2007 explained by the institutional factors in 2004. Also, Heckman selection 

model (MLE) is used for exclude the un-ignorable selection bias caused by the sample 

loss between two waves of survey. 

1. Social capital and social networks in units/danwei 

As discussed, the analysis of stage 1 focuses on the basic distribution of social 

capital in different units/institutions. 

To demonstrate how social capital and network attributes varies across units, 

three sets of social capital measures, which includes diversity of social capital, social 

ties proportion and social networks, are used as dependent variables. Firstly, I would 

look into how individual social capital distributes in four sectors: Private units (as 

reference), state units (including institutions 事業單位  and government units), 

hybrid units and foreign units (including sino-foreign units). 
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Table 6: Mean Social Capital in 2007 and the Mean Change from 2004 in Different 
Units 

Social 
capital 

Extensity 2007 Accessibility 2007 Range 2007 

Units mean Change 
from 
2004 

obs mean Change 
from 
2004 

obs mean Change 
from 
2004 

obs 

Private 6.49 +0.41 285 58.51 +4.74 291 29.82 +4.73 291 
State 6.97 +1.23 1201 62.95 +3.34 1275 32.14 +4.55 1275 

Hybrid 6.67 +0.98 408 60.25 +3.83 414 31.55 +3.81 414 
Foreign 10.21 -0.44 41 69.10 -0.10 41 41.46 -1.76 41 

Unknown 6.52 +0.76 195 60.28 +4.29 201 30.62 +5.17 201 
Total 6.87 +0.99 2130 61.74 +3.63 2222 31.76 +4.37 2222 

Tables 6 presents the mean social capital (including three different index) in 2007 

and their changes across units. Respondents in private units tend to possess least 

social capital in all aspects. The foreign type manifests as a special type of units with 

highest mean social capital in 2007 of all three index, but the mean social capital in 

foreign unit decreases from 2004 to 2007. Besides, the social capital extensity 

increases the most in state units, along with both social capital in accessibility and 

range augment the most in private units from 2004 to 2007. The result shows that 1) 

people in foreign units might follow a special social logic which gain them more 

social capital, rather than either state/redistributive or market/transitional logic; 2) 

three different index of social capital in position generator (Lin, Ensel, & Vaughn, 

1981; Lin, Fu, & Hsung, 2001) run in different logic according to the units people are 

embedded in, e.g. private units workers seem to have more wide but less 

heterogeneous social capital than those in state units. 

In summary, the workers in private unit seem to have a lower mean but a better 

growth rate of social capital during 2004-2007. The foreign unit, in contrary, provide 

the highest social capital for its workers but lowest growth rate in 3 years. 
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Table 7: Mean Social ties proportion in 2007 and the Mean Change from 2004 in 
Different Units 

Social ties 
proportion 

Strong ties proportion 2007 Kinship ties proportion 2007 

Units mean Change from 
2004 

obs mean Change from 
2004 

obs 

Private 48.62 -3.28 275 28.60 +3.85 275 
State 49.36 -1.74 1159 23.75 +0.76 1159 

Hybrid 47.42 -2.41 392 25.61 -1.09 392 
Foreign 44.68 -5.59 41 21.88 -0.10 41 

Unknown 47.46 -2.22 190 27.00 -2.67 190 
Total 48.62 -2.19 2057 25.01 +0.49 2057 

The table 7 points out the percentage of certain ties of respondents in their total 

positional social network. The result suggests the respondents in state units possess 

highest percentage of strong ties. Private unit workers have the highest kinships 

proportion in network and it even increases in 3 years. The result may partly echoes 

the finding of Tian & Lin (2016) in the use of strong ties (kinship may also be seen as 

a type of strong ties) increases in couple of years after 2000. Still foreign units are 

special case here with lowest percentage of both strong and kinship ties. 

The finding suggest that State unit workers possess the highest strong ties 

proportion which begin to reduce. Private unit workers have the highest kinship 

ties proportion and meanwhile enjoy a great growth rate of it (which may be caused 

by their high proportion of small and median business within families.). Foreign unit 

once again play a deviated role who provide with lowest proportion of both strong and 

kinship ties. 

Table 8 focus on the general trust which respondents put on their positional 

networks, and the total density of them (if the contacts in the networks are familiar 

with each other). It shows the private unit workers tend to have both highest trust in 

their networks and highest network density. Foreign unit stand as special case again 

with the least trust in and density of networks. 

In a word, private unit has the highest trust on their workers’ network, and 

enjoy the densest networks, foreign unit in reverse manifest with the least trust and 

density.  
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Table 8: Mean Trust and Density of Social Networks in 2007 and the Mean Change 
from 2004 in Different Units 

Social networks 
Attributes 

Trust in networks 2007 Density of networks 2007 

Units mean Change from 
2004 

obs mean Change from 
2004 

obs 

Private 3.90 +0.14 278 2.76 +0.08 242 
State 3.85 +0.05 1193 2.72 -0.01 1093 

Hybrid 3.80 +0.05 397 2.76 +0.13 361 
Foreign 3.73 0 40 2.61 +0.28 38 

Unknown 3.87 +0.03 186 2.70 -0.08 164 
Total 3.85 +0.06 2094 2.73 +0.03 1898 

2. Human/political capital and units on Social capital/networks 

Table 9 shows the parameter estimates of the determinants of three different 

social capitals. Two sets of results in both OLS and Heckman selection model are 

presented.  

All three selection models (model 2, 4 & 6) show that both human capital 

(education, job tenure & job mobility) and political capital (party membership & 

superior identity) are important factors that cause the missing probability. 

Observations with low human capital and political capital are more likely to be 

missing between the two waves of survey. This is understandable because people with 

little human/political capital tend to be in the underclass of society with precarious 

employment and unstable residence, which result in the loss of second wave sampling. 

Also the employment situation in certain units leads to sample selection: private unit 

workers, comparing with state units workers, are more likely to be lost in the second 

wave sampling. 

In the model of extensity in model 1 and model 2, both human capital (education 

and job mobility) and political capital (superior identity) positively contributes to 

one’s social capital extensity: respondents with higher education level, more job 

changing experience and as superior in the organization tend to know more 

heterogeneous occupations in their social networks. The statistically significant 

parameter indicates that people in foreign units averagely know 1.7 more occupations 

in their networks comparing with those in the private units. The Heckman selection 
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model in model 2 showing small ρ(-0.14)  suggests little selection bias and similar 

coefficients as OLS. 

The accessibility model in model 3 and model 4 shows same result as the 

extensity model in the human and political capital variables. But in reference to those 

in private units, people in other 3 units tends to reach higher occupation in their 

networks, and people in foreign units reach the highest. While taking into account the 

selection bias in model 4, state units are rendered non-significant. 

 The range model shows a large selection bias with ρ= -0.97, party member 

shows negative effect on the range social capital. As for the unit variables, people in 

the state units have less range of social capital comparing with those in private units 

(consistent with the effect of party member). 

Thus the basic hypothesis of H1a on the unit are tested: working in private/hybrid 

units (transitional sector) hardly have difference in building social capital extensity 

and accessibility from working in state units (stat sector). The hypothesis about the 

institutional spectrum directly affecting social capital building remains in doubt. Yet 

the hypothesis in social capital range is partly verified: workers in state units tend to 

possess a narrower range of social capital than those in private units. An unexpected 

discovery is that the advantage of working in foreign units while accumulating 

social capital extensity and accessibility(Bian & Logan, 1996; F. Wu, 2002) . 

On the other hand, hypothesis about human/political capital on social capital 

(H2a, H4a & H5a) are also tested. It turns out that: 1) political capital as communist 

party member doesn’t show significant effect on basic social capital index (and party 

membership effects significantly negative influence on social capital range); 2) 

political capital as superior/cadres affects positively on social capital in all 3 index; 

3) job tenure emerge as a non-significant variable in predicting social capital; 4) it 

indicates that more job mobility contributes to more social capital in all three index. 

However, it should be noticed that there is a slight correlation between job tenure 

and job mobility (the correlation coefficient is -0.24), for the people frequently 

changing job usually stands a short job tenure in a single organization
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Table 9: OLS and Heckman Selection Models with Social capital as Dependent 
 Social capital in 2007 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 
VARIABLES  
in 2004 

Extensity Accessibility Range 

       
Male -0.0740 -0.0733 1.283* 1.283* 0.728 0.742 
 (0.250) (0.249) (0.770) (0.766) (0.880) (0.718) 
Age -0.00746 -0.00744 -0.0472 -0.0472 0.0318 0.0229 
 (0.0194) (0.0193) (0.0602) (0.0599) (0.0687) (0.0550) 
Education 0.170*** 0.178*** 0.778*** 0.776*** 0.617*** 0.851*** 
 (0.0475) (0.0501) (0.148) (0.154) (0.165) (0.197) 
Job tenure 0.0280 0.0257 0.0117 0.0128 0.0700 -0.0731 
 (0.0207) (0.0211) (0.0636) (0.0684) (0.0725) (0.0789) 
Job mobility 0.713*** 0.660*** 1.304** 1.319* 2.757*** 0.758 
 (0.210) (0.236) (0.650) (0.733) (0.743) (0.867) 
Party member -0.0478 -0.105 0.239 0.261 -0.525 -2.885** 
 (0.296) (0.319) (0.911) (1.040) (1.038) (1.292) 
Superior 0.650*** 0.658*** 1.519*** 1.512*** 1.869*** 2.684*** 
 (0.180) (0.180) (0.558) (0.580) (0.637) (0.783) 
Company size 0.304** 0.303** 0.446 0.443 0.621 0.782 
 (0.130) (0.130) (0.406) (0.409) (0.463) (0.570) 
Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
State unit -0.331 -0.489 2.512** 2.568 1.251 -5.671*** 
 (0.392) (0.507) (1.217) (1.781) (1.387) (1.684) 
Hybrid unit 0.103 -0.00453 2.972** 3.005* 3.358** -1.496 
 (0.439) (0.490) (1.368) (1.560) (1.560) (1.881) 
Foreign unit 1.772** 1.729* 5.513* 5.527* 7.184** 3.517 
 (0.902) (0.905) (2.835) (2.839) (3.232) (3.821) 
Prior dependent 0.385*** 0.383*** 0.326*** 0.326*** 0.338*** 0.272*** 
 (0.0273) (0.0275) (0.0378) (0.0386) (0.0307) (0.0375) 
Constant -0.200 0.251 26.35*** 26.20*** 2.769 20.87*** 
 (0.984) (1.342) (3.536) (5.024) (3.507) (3.799) 
       
N 1,297 2,029 1,355 2,029 1,355 2,029 
Censored N  732  674  674 
Uncensored N  1,297  1,355  1,355 
Wald Statistic  390.02***  239.89***  153.34*** 
Df 14 14 14 14 14 14 
R-squared 0.241  0.150  0.171  
Selection model     
Dependent variable:(0=missing)     
Education  -0.0237**  -0.0198*  -0.0147 
  (0.0107)  (0.0111)  (0.00974) 
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Job tenure  0.00685*  0.0111***  0.00816** 
  (0.00391)  (0.00400)  (0.00359) 
Job mobility  0.165***  0.145***  0.0785* 
  (0.0462)  (0.0466)  (0.0424) 
Party member  0.184**  0.225***  0.207*** 
  (0.0737)  (0.0755)  (0.0670) 
Superior  -0.0247  -0.0696  -0.0793** 
  (0.0437)  (0.0440)  (0.0396) 
Company size  0.00229  -0.0271  -0.0450 
  (0.0315)  (0.0320)  (0.0292) 
Sector (Ref. 
Private unit) 

      

State unit  0.453***  0.506***  0.424*** 
  (0.0892)  (0.0898)  (0.0829) 
Hybrid unit  0.298***  0.280***  0.152 
  (0.0996)  (0.0999)  (0.0924) 
Foreign unit  0.114  0.118  -0.0608 
  (0.199)  (0.198)  (0.185) 
Prior dependent  0.00636  0.00357  -0.00103 
  (0.00650)  (0.00290)  (0.00193) 
Constant  0.0959  0.0366  0.472*** 
  (0.166)  (0.215)  (0.163) 

ρ  -0.144  0.015  -0.971 

  (0.290)  (0.348)  (0.009) 
Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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Following the predicting models of social capital, the Table 10 presents the result 

on the proportion of different social ties. The model of strong ties proves that larger 

the company is, smaller the proportion of strong ties in one’s network. While no 

significant effects are shown in other variables. 

The kinship ties model indicates that human capital (education and job mobility) 

may decrease the percentage of kinships in one’s positional networks. Comparing 

with private units, state and hybrid units also tend to decrease the network percentage 

of kinships. 

The H1b hypothesis is proved to be incorrect that the effect of unit on strong-tie 

proportion is non-significant. Comparing to working in private unit, working in 

state/hybrid unit correlates to fewer kinship ties in positional network.  

The H2b and H5b hypothesis are disconfirmed for both two political capital and 

job tenure show non-significant effect on two social ties proportion. Yet H4b is partly 

confirmed that more job mobility contributes to lower kinship tie proportion. To 

some extent, kinship ties in China can be also viewed as strong ties, and it can be 

understood that frequently changing job helps in expanding one’s social network from 

a restricted one (full of kinship and strong ties) to a heterogeneous one. 
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Table 10: OLS and Heckman Selection Models with Social Ties Proportion as 
Dependent 

 Social ties proportion in 2007 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
VARIABLES 
In 2004 

Strong ties proportion Kinship ties proportion 

     
Male 1.524 1.524 -2.028 -2.028 
 (1.797) (1.788) (1.391) (1.383) 
Age -0.0665 -0.0665 0.131 0.131 
 (0.140) (0.140) (0.108) (0.107) 
Education 0.0787 0.0943 -0.672*** -0.671** 
 (0.336) (0.356) (0.258) (0.262) 
Job tenure -0.117 -0.123 -0.0586 -0.0591 
 (0.150) (0.155) (0.115) (0.116) 
Job mobility -2.317 -2.453 -3.864*** -3.875*** 
 (1.491) (1.825) (1.146) (1.226) 
Party member 2.877 2.749 -1.291 -1.302 
 (2.132) (2.345) (1.636) (1.687) 
Superior -0.536 -0.537 -1.510 -1.510 
 (1.268) (1.262) (0.973) (0.968) 
Company size -2.000** -2.014** -0.908 -0.909 
 (0.936) (0.938) (0.719) (0.717) 
Sector (Ref. Private unit)    
State unit 2.517 2.110 -5.586** -5.619** 
 (2.833) (4.250) (2.176) (2.556) 
Hybrid unit 0.653 0.357 -6.343*** -6.367** 
 (3.154) (3.902) (2.422) (2.600) 
Foreign unit -5.779 -5.926 -1.220 -1.232 
 (6.409) (6.481) (4.920) (4.920) 
Prior dependent 0.259*** 0.257*** 0.285*** 0.285*** 
 (0.0305) (0.0335) (0.0303) (0.0304) 
Constant 43.88*** 45.28*** 34.43*** 34.54*** 
 (7.287) (13.15) (5.526) (7.114) 
     
N 1,259 2,021 1,259 2,021 
Censored N  1762  762 
Uncensored N  1,259  1,259 
Wald Statistic  86.37***  162.71*** 
Df 14 14 14 14 
R-squared 0.057  0.105  
Selection model   
Dependent variable:(0=missing)   
Education  -0.0177*  -0.0168 
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  (0.0105)  (0.0105) 
Job tenure  0.00615  0.00605 
  (0.00390)  (0.00389) 
Job mobility  0.154***  0.154*** 
  (0.0453)  (0.0453) 
Party member  0.149**  0.154** 
  (0.0729)  (0.0728) 
Superior  0.00174  0.00430 
  (0.0428)  (0.0429) 
Company size  0.0151  0.0171 
  (0.0314)  (0.0314) 
Sector (Ref. 
Private unit) 

    

State unit  0.433***  0.433*** 
  (0.0888)  (0.0887) 
Hybrid unit  0.308***  0.304*** 
  (0.0993)  (0.0992) 
Foreign unit  0.148  0.150 
  (0.199)  (0.199) 
Prior dependent  0.00203**  0.00112 
  (0.00100)  (0.00131) 
Constant  -0.122  -0.0657 
  (0.172)  (0.171) 

ρ  -0.054  -0.056 

  (0.420)  (0.234) 
Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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The next result of table 11 focuses on two key network attributes: network 

density and the trust one put in networks. The result of model 2 suggest that long job 

tenure in one organization and identity as CPC member slightly contributes to total 

network density. Both people stay in state and hybrid units, referring to those in 

private units, tend to enjoy more dense position networks. 

After controlling the selection bias, it can be seen from model 4 that unstable job 

situation (frequently changing jobs) tend to lower the respondents’ trust in positional 

networks. Respondents working in state and hybrid units also put less trust in their 

positional networks comparing with the private unit workers. 

The hypothesis H1c about network density and trust in network is also tested and 

it turns out that working in state/hybrid unit does correlate to higher network 

density (as it hypothesized before) but less trust which respondent put in one’s 

network (contrary to the hypothesis) in reference to working in private unit. 

Hypothesis H2c about the positive effect of political capital on network density 

and trust in network, are partly verified. The identity of party member is proved to be 

positively correlated to one’s network density and trust in network (only in the 

uncensored sample), which can be explained that people with more political capital 

averagely pay more trust in his dense social network. 

The test of H4c partly demonstrate that more job mobility bringing unstable 

social life, results in decreasing one’s trust in his social network (which matches the 

common sense). H5c is also an affirmative hypothesis for the job tenure manifests 

slightly positive correlation to one’s network density. This two result matches the 

original hypothesis and also the common sense of job experience on social network. 
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Table 11: OLS and Heckman Selection Models with Social Network Attributes as 
Dependent 

Social networks Attributes in 2007 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 
VARIABLES 
In 2004 

Network density Trust in network 

     
Male 0.0197 -0.0109 -0.0180 -0.0219 
 (0.0711) (0.0585) (0.0454) (0.0430) 
Age 0.00424 0.00514 6.54e-05 -0.000394 
 (0.00553) (0.00458) (0.00352) (0.00325) 
Education -0.0271** -0.0256 -0.0137 -0.0104 
 (0.0130) (0.0158) (0.00838) (0.00960) 
Job tenure 0.000655 0.0109* 0.00184 -0.00209 
 (0.00588) (0.00652) (0.00375) (0.00408) 
Job mobility -0.0631 0.106 -0.0462 -0.114*** 
 (0.0593) (0.0700) (0.0377) (0.0428) 
Party member 0.0721 0.239** 0.163*** 0.0477 
 (0.0834) (0.105) (0.0533) (0.0631) 
Superior 0.0414 0.0135 0.0139 0.0286 
 (0.0504) (0.0624) (0.0321) (0.0376) 
Company size -0.0676* -0.0206 -0.0164 -0.0175 
 (0.0368) (0.0461) (0.0235) (0.0277) 
Sector (Ref. Private unit)    
State unit -0.0661 0.474*** -0.0926 -0.289*** 
 (0.114) (0.138) (0.0715) (0.0828) 
Hybrid unit -0.0110 0.411*** -0.107 -0.256*** 
 (0.125) (0.152) (0.0794) (0.0918) 
Foreign unit -0.0344 0.179 -0.0455 -0.115 
 (0.259) (0.310) (0.164) (0.187) 
Prior dependent 0.103*** 0.0771* 0.152*** 0.146*** 
 (0.0319) (0.0395) (0.0292) (0.0341) 
Constant 2.850*** 1.054*** 3.515*** 4.269*** 
 (0.293) (0.320) (0.206) (0.228) 
     
N 1,112 1,887 1,257 1,973 
Censored N  775  716 
Uncensored N  1,112  1,257 
Wald Statistic  48.22***  46.59*** 
Df 14 14 14 14 
R-squared 0.025  0.049  
Selection model  
Dependent variable:(0=missing)  
Education  -0.0241**  -0.0131 
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  (0.0101)  (0.0103) 
Job tenure  0.00870**  0.00834** 
  (0.00378)  (0.00386) 
Job mobility  0.0902**  0.108** 
  (0.0430)  (0.0443) 
Party member  0.136**  0.192*** 
  (0.0689)  (0.0722) 
Superior  -0.0426  -0.0514 
  (0.0401)  (0.0418) 
Company size  0.00325  -0.0224 
  (0.0300)  (0.0312) 
Sector (Ref. 
Private unit) 

    

State unit  0.357***  0.405*** 
  (0.0866)  (0.0878) 
Hybrid unit  0.308***  0.256*** 
  (0.0965)  (0.0978) 
Foreign unit  0.0951  0.0829 
  (0.193)  (0.196) 
Prior dependent  0.00342  -0.0151 
  (0.0254)  (0.0374) 
Constant  0.112  0.234 
  (0.178)  (0.216) 

ρ  0.966  -0.880 

  (0.005)  (0.021) 
Standard errors in parentheses 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
3. How units/danwei matter: the moderator effect of institutions/units in social 

capital/networks building 

 The next part of analysis is designed as stage 4, tries to explore if the effect of 

human/political capital on social capital is moderated by the units which respondent 

belongs to. 

Table 12 presents such moderator effects in details. Seven selection models are 

provided with interaction effects between 5 variables (representing human/political 

capital) and dummy units variables. 
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Table 12: Heckman Selection Models (abbreviated) with Interaction Effects 
 Social capital Social ties Social network 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 
VARIABLES Extensity Accessibility Range Strong Ties  Kinship Ties  Trust  Density 
Control & main variables: omitted for viewing convenience, full model presented in appendix I 
Education*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Edu*State unit 0.0900 0.262 -0.173 0.948 1.662** 0.0238 0.00221 
 (0.0843) (0.359) (0.409) (0.731) (0.648) (0.0210) (0.0256) 
Edu*Hybrid unit 0.0736 0.275 -0.196 -0.445 1.490* 0.0221 -0.0225 
 (0.113) (0.474) (0.540) (0.932) (0.835) (0.0273) (0.0331) 
Edu*Foreign unit 0.366 0.363 0.815 -0.0598 -2.036 0.0677 -0.0851 
 (0.270) (1.107) (1.259) (2.299) (1.911) (0.0628) (0.0766) 
Tenure*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Ten*State unit 0.0900 0.0203 0.0510 0.758** 0.225 -0.00672 -0.0180 
 (0.0843) (0.178) (0.203) (0.384) (0.312) (0.0103) (0.0139) 
Ten*Hybrid unit 0.0736 -0.122 -0.160 0.757* 0.597* 0.00605 -0.0197 
 (0.113) (0.203) (0.231) (0.439) (0.354) (0.0117) (0.0158) 
Ten*Foreign unit 0.366 -0.159 0.0414 1.848 -0.490 -0.00505 -0.00324 
 (0.270) (0.706) (0.803) (1.425) (1.215) (0.0400) (0.0487) 
Job mobility*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Job*State unit -0.725** -1.558 -2.429 -2.205 2.974 0.0556 -0.238** 
 (0.369) (1.541) (1.755) (3.232) (2.753) (0.0900) (0.115) 
Job*Hybrid unit -0.472 -2.471 -3.108 -5.165 4.782 0.146 -0.198 
 (0.457) (1.892) (2.153) (3.777) (3.343) (0.110) (0.138) 
Job*Foreign unit -0.763 -1.992 -2.094 -6.321 -0.706 0.0904 -0.0466 
 (1.326) (4.044) (4.599) (7.802) (6.984) (0.234) (0.278) 
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Party*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Par*State unit -2.266*** -3.756 -10.06*** 6.524 4.051 0.290 -0.135 
 (0.795) (3.314) (3.769) (7.013) (5.879) (0.193) (0.248) 
Par*Hybrid unit -0.748 -4.381 -7.962* 3.622 4.509 0.0157 -0.0625 
 (1.022) (4.079) (4.639) (8.576) (7.146) (0.235) (0.306) 
Par*Foreign unit -2.824 -10.98 -17.84 -18.44 21.13 0.00830 2.216** 
 (4.330) (15.04) (17.11) (29.92) (25.84) (0.850) (0.974) 
Superior*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Sup*State unit 0.922*** 2.421 3.191* -4.749 -2.066 -0.0762 0.0902 
 (0.354) (1.500) (1.706) (3.105) (2.654) (0.0872) (0.103) 
Sup*Hybrid unit 0.967** 2.800 3.140 -2.078 -0.505 -0.0794 0.127 
 (0.443) (1.902) (2.164) (3.918) (3.326) (0.109) (0.131) 
Sup*Foreign unit 1.986* 0.843 1.976 -10.28 1.488 -0.0952 0.446 
 (1.088) (4.157) (4.731) (8.785) (7.168) (0.236) (0.296) 
Prior dependent 0.331*** 0.00358 0.333*** 0.284*** 0.279*** 0.150*** 0.0785** 
 (0.0344) (0.00290) (0.0314) (0.0376) (0.0304) (0.0291) (0.0395) 
Constant -2.482* 0.0364 2.663 11.67 49.33*** 3.640*** 0.872** 
 (1.308) (0.215) (6.426) (11.31) (9.806) (0.432) (0.420) 
        
N 2,029 2,029 2,029 2,021 2,021 1,973 1,887 
Censored N 732 674 674 762 762 716 775 
Uncensored N 1,297 1,355 1,355 1,259 1,259 1,257 1,112 
Wald Statistic 297.62*** 253.46*** 284.19*** 114.21*** 180.87*** 61.76*** 63.45*** 
Df 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
Selection model Omitted for viewing convenience, full model presented in appendix I 

Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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An abbreviated version of overall results of the interaction effect (between units 

and human/political capital on social capital), is presented as below in Table 13.  

Table 13: Summary of Interaction Model Result in Table 5 
  Social capital Social ties Social networks 
 Interaction： 

Units*~ 

Extensity Access
ibility 

Range Strong 
ties 

Kinship 
ties 

Density Trust 

Human 
capital 

Education     +State 
+Hybrid 

  

Tenure    +State 
+Hybrid 

+Hybrid   

Mobility -State     -State  

Political 
capital 

Party -State  -State 
-Hybrid 

  +Foreig
n 

 

Superior +State 
+Hybrid 
+Foreign 

 +State     

*State: state unit, Hybrid: hybrid unit, Foreign: foreign unit,  
*+/-: significantly positive/negative effect of interaction 

The findings are summarized as following: 

1) Institutional effect of danwei/unit moderates the human capital effect on social ties 

Educational effect on lowering kinship-network percentage vanishes in state 

and hybrid units: Generally, higher education leads to lower kinship-percentage 

in networks (1 more year education leads to 6‰ more of kinship network, model 

4, table 12), and with workers in private units, this trend enhances to 1.92% 

(model 5, table 12), yet comparing to them, this trend almost disappears in state 

and hybrid units (State: -1.92+1.66≈ -0.26; Hybrid: -1.92+1.49≈ -0.43; model 5, 

table 12). 

The effect of job tenure in building strong/kinship network enhance in state 

and hybrid units: The overall effect of job tenure on accumulating 

strong-tie-network or kinship-network is not significant (model 2 & 3, table 12), 

but workers in state units and hybrid units, comparing to those in private units, do 

show a strong correlation between job tenure and a strong-tie-network or kinship 

network (model 4 & 5, table 12). 

2) Institutional effect of danwei/unit moderates the political capital effect on social 
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capital 

The less strength of CPC member’s social capital in state/hybrid units: In 

private units, CPC party members may have 2.6 more occupations and 8.6 more 

occupational scores of range in their positional networks than those who are not. 

But in state units, such strength of party members has almost vanished or even 

reversed as weakness (Extensity: 2.598-2.266≈0.3; Range: 8.628-10.06≈ -1.4; 

model 1 & 3, table 12).  

The superiors’ strength of social capital (of extensity & range) in non-private 

units: The strength of superior or cadre identity in creating social capital as shown 

in table 9 is partly proved to rest more on the institutional effect of units in the 

interaction effect in table 5. Superior workers in non-private units tend to possess 

1 or 2 more occupational contact in network in reference to private unit workers 

(model 1, table 12). And the strength of superiors in social capital range (2.684 

scores with one more superior level as shown in model 6, table 9) is mostly 

concentrated on the workers in state units (3.2 scores more than private workers in 

model 3, table 12). 

 

From the result, three meaningful conclusions in the sense of transitional Chinese 

society can be primarily made: 

1) Human capital (Education & job tenure) is more effective in state sector than in 

private sector in growing strong-tie-network 

Hypothesis H6 is verified that the moderator effect of institution do exist between 

the human capital and social capital (although the directions differentiate). As a key 

proxy of human capital, higher education comes along with less kinship-inclined 

positional social network. This overall trend can be explained that lower educational 

workers possesses lower socio-economic status, which make them impotent in 

gaining social resource and rely more on the social supports from existed social 

relations, e.g. kinship contacts. In reverse, higher education contributing to better 

socio-economic status results in workers’ social independence and less possible to 

build then seek help from kinship contacts. This finding echoes the conclusion of Lin 
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(Fan, 1995; Lin, Ensel, & Vaughn, 1981; Lin & Flap, 2004; Lin, Fu, & Chen, 2013; 

Tian & Lin, 2016) that socio-economically disadvantaged job-seekers rely more on 

informal job-hunting through contacts of strong ties. The different coefficients in 

different units demonstrate the interaction effect on kinship network forming between 

institutions and education (shown in graph 4). The overall negative effect of education 

on kinship network, is more slight and tiny in non-private units. In state-sector units, 

kinship relations are more common as comparing to be in transitional-sector units 

especially in the higher educational level. 
Graph 4: Interaction effect between education & work unit on kinship proportion 

 
Also, the experienced job tenure in current (last) organization are more effective 

in accumulating strong ties of different occupations in state and hybrid units (shown 

in graph 5). This moderator trend is understandable and partly supports the hypothesis 

that state units comparing to purely private units stands more stable and restricted in 

social contact supply and pools. The stable environment of employees contributes to 

the current tenure of state unit workers (some are really old employees since his first 

job in the unit, as shown in the table 14) then to cultivating strong ties during the long 

tenure.  
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Graph 5: Interaction effect between job tenure and work unit on strong ties proportion 

 
Table 14: Distribution in Units of 2004 Job Tenure and 2007 Strong-tie Proportion 

Units in 
2004 

Observations of 
Job tenure in 2004 

Mean Job 
tenure in 
2004 

Observations of 
Strong-tie proportion 
in 2007 

Mean Strong-tie 
proportion in 
2007 

Private 576 6.27 275 48.62 
State 1,794 15.89 1,159 49.36 
Hybrid 651 13.33 392 47.42 
Foreign 66 6.24 41 44.68 
Total 3,087 13.35 1,867 48.74 
 
2) Social capital return to party identity is higher in private sector than in state sector 

Hypothesis H3, that social capital returning to political capital is lower in 

transitional sector than in state sector, is overthrown in this model. The party identity 

as a political capital (in post-communist society) contributes to social capital extensity 

and range in private unit, but this trend is proved to be relatively weak in state unit 

and hybrid unit (shown in graph 6 and graph 7). This situation may be caused by the 

different proportion of CPC members in different units shown in table 15. With more 

state forces penetrating, state units provides workers with more chances (or more 

necessity) to register as a CPC members comparing to private units (as data of table 
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16 shows). Yet in hybrid and private units which being less embedded in the state 

structure, CPC membership means more important and special (as agents and 

apparatus of state control). So being a CPC member may be easy and common in state 

units, but relatively harder in hybrid and private units. This trend may correlate with 

the social capital strength of CPC members in private units——as rare members in 

the unit, they are more motivated and possible to grow extensive and wider social 

capital than their party peers in state units. To some extent, the market transition 

theory about the CPC membership effect being lowered in private and market sector 

need to be modified. However, it doesn’t mean that the importance of political capital 

(as CPC membership) on social capital is weakened in state sector nor transitional 

sector. Instead, the CPC members in transitional sector enjoy a vantage position in 

gaining social capital, both in heterogeneous occupations and occupational prestige 

range. 
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Graph 6: Interaction effect between CPC membership and work unit on social capital 
extensity 

 
 
Graph 7: Interaction effect between CPC membership and work unit on social capital 
range 
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Table 15: CPC Members in Different Units 
CPC or not in 2004 Units in 2004 

Private State Hybrid Foreign Total 
Non-CPC 553 1,251 567 65 2,436 
Percent (%) 91.71 68.32 84.50 94.20 76.75 
CPC  50 580 104 4 738 
Percent (%) 8.29 31.68 15.50 5.80 23.25 
Total 603 1,831 671 69 3,174 
 
Table 16: Distribution in Units of Non-CPC in 2004 & New CPC Members in 
2007 
Units in 2004 Non-CPC in 2004 New CPC Members  

in 2007 
Percent (%) of  
recruitment 

Private 553 3 0.54 
State 1,251 113 9.03 
Hybrid 567 17 3.00 
Foreign 65 6 9.23 
Total 2,436 139 5.70 

 

3) Superiors/cadres have more strength of creating social capital in state sector than 

their peers in private sector 

Contrary to the half-disconfirmed H3 hypothesis above, superior/cadres identity as 

another political capital is confirmed to be positively moderated by the 

market/transitional institution and echoes the conclusions of market transition. In 

general, superior position as a political capital leads to heterogeneous and wide social 

capital. But the moderator effect of state sector/institutions in political capital on 

social capital manifests positive (shown in graph 8 and graph 9), and this finding 

partly matches the market transition theory in the sense of social life: political capital 

remains strong in the redistributive economy and state sectors, meanwhile it stands 

relatively weak in the market economy and private sectors. However, foreign unit as a 

representative in market economy shows a huge deviation from the position it should 

be (to reduce the social capital of superiors/cadres), instead, the foreign unit provides 

the biggest promoting effect for the superior level in accumulating social capital 

extensity (shown in graph 8) 
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Graph 8: Interaction effect between superior level and work unit on social capital 
extensity 

 
Graph 9: Interaction effect between superior level and work unit on social capital 
range 
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X. Conclusion and discussion 

1. Conclusions from analysis 
 Serval conclusions are drawn from the analysis above, and basic questions of this 

paper are answered: how human/political capital exactly relates to social capital in 

transitional China, and how the institutional effect of state-transitional spectrum 

executes both beyond and between these capital conversions. 

First, this paper examines serval elements about their mechanism in affecting 

one’s social capital/network in the context of transitional China. 

Among these elements, two kinds of capital (political & human capital), are 

emphasized. Prior literature (Aguilera, 2003; Bian, 2008; Boxman, De Graaf, Flap, 

1991; Erickson, 2004; Fu, Hsung, & Lee, 2014; Hsung & Breiger, 2013; Son, 2012) 

confirmed that human capital is positively correlated to social capital building, yet the 

effect of political capital is a special issue in the context of (former)communist 

countries (Rona-Tas, 1994; Rona-Tas & Guseva, 2001; Walder, 1988, 1995; X. Wu, 

2006) and its exact influence remains in vague.  

In the paper, the relationships between different types of capital and their 

converting into social capital is partly or specially revealed in the context of 

transitional China (which includes elements of both Eastern culture and communist 

institutions) through the testing of H2a-H2c, H4a-H4c, H5a-H5c:  

 1) Human capital and political capital (except CPC membership) both 

contributes to positional social capital (extensity, accessibility and range) in China. 

 2) Higher human capital (especially education and job mobility) correlates to 

lower kinship ties proportion in network, while political capital shows 

non-significant effect on both strong ties and kinship ties proportion. 

3) Human capital has explicit influence on social network: more job mobility 

correlates to less trust on network, and longer job tenure comes with denser social 

network; besides, political capital as CPC member correlates to a denser social 

network and more trust one puts on it than those who are not. 
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The conclusion 1 is a re-verification of prior study of human capital contributes to 

accumulating social capital (Bian, 2008; Coleman, 1988; Erickson, 2004; Flap & 

Völker, 2004; Fu, Hsung, & Lee, 2014; Hsung & Breiger, 2013; Lin, 2002; Lin, Cook, 

& Burt, 2001; Son, 2012; Zhang & Lin, 2015), meanwhile special political capital 

(especially cadres/superior identity) originated from former communist countries is 

confirmed to be beneficial for social capital accumulation ((Rona-Tas, 1994; Völker 

& Flap, 2001; Walder, 1995; Zhao & Zhou, 2002, 2004)). However, the 

non-significant effect of CPC membership in China worth paying attention: this 

frequently mentioned element in prior literature of market transition, for its important 

effect in economic interests(Bian & Logan, 1996; Hauser & Xie, 2005; Nee, 1989; 

Rona-Tas, 1994; Zhao & Zhou, 2002), seems to be less relevant in shaping social 

capital in transitional China.  

From the conclusion 2 above, it is reasonable to deduce that workers with low 

human capital depend more on his existed and homogeneous (conclusion 1 also 

proves that high human capital leads to heterogeneous network) social network (such 

as kinships) and thus restricted by structural constraint (Bian, 1997; Fan, 1995; Lin, 

Ensel, Vaughn, 1981; Tian & Lin, 2016; Yakubovich, 2005). Yet the constraint can be 

overcome by high education and working experience in transitional China, possibly 

through more chances of new social contacts while climbing the social ladder by 

credentials and jobs. 

The conclusion 3 provides with a special situation according to the context of 

transitional China: CPC members enjoy denser social networks and are likely to pay 

more trust on their networks, which may echoes the study of Volker on former East 

Germany about the liability of weak ties (Völker & Flap, 1999, 2001): for the people 

who embedded more in former communist institutions, strong ties with trust are more 

meaningful to be kept. Besides, it is also proved in transitional China that job tenure 

in a single organization contributes to the network density, for people stick to one 

working environment have more time to reinforce their intra-organizational networks; 

while job mobility between different organizations tends to reduce the trust on social 

networks, because one has little time to cultivate trust on his unstable social loops 
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according to his changing employment situation. 

Second, institutional effect is taken to be a variable expressing both a direct effect 

on social capital and a moderator effect between political and human capital. The 

long-term controversy about the effect of human/political capital on economic gaining 

focuses on the market transition debate (Bian & Logan, 1996; Nee, 1989, 1991; Nee 

& Cao, 2005; X. Wu, 2006; X. Wu & Xie, 2003; Xie & Hannum, 1996). Here I 

transfer the debate from mere economic gaining to the scope of social capital creation. 

I define the institutional effect caused by market transition into a spectrum of different 

types of units. The units located on the institutional spectrum should provide 

corresponding environments which carry out different logics of social 

capital/network. 

The basic hypothesis about the direct institutional effect of unit/danwei (H1a-H1c) 

is tested and here come some preliminary conclusions in summary: 

4) Comparing with the workers in private unit, workers in foreign unit possess 

more network heterogeneity and higher network accessibility, yet workers in state 

unit shows no obvious distinction. Also comparing with the workers in private unit, 

workers in state unit possessed wider network range. 

5) Comparing with the workers in private unit, workers in both state unit and 

hybrid unit possess lower proportion of kinship ties. 

6) Comparing with the workers in private unit, workers in both state unit and 

hybrid unit possess higher network density but less trust put in their network. 

The conclusion 4 gives an interesting finding on foreign unit, which I locate on 

the “transitional sector” side of institutional spectrum. The foreign unit manifests as 

the most advantageous environment of social capital accumulation among all units, 

yet the other 3 units doesn’t seem to be distinct enough in social capital building. This 

finding may suggest that a) the other units on the spectrum may not differentiate that 

much in social capital as I hypothesize; b) the workers in foreign unit may need more 

social capital for survival because as working in organizations which executing 

market economy logic, they need more local contacts in a wide range to fit in local 

society for living and market for business, than their peers in local units. 
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The conclusion 5 and 6 reflect a potential trend according to my institutional 

spectrum but a little bit deviated from original hypothesis: the workers in transitional 

sector (private) are hypothesized to rely less on kinship ties than in state sector, yet it 

turns out that they in fact have higher proportion of kinship ties than state sector 

workers. This may be caused by the low socio-economic position of workers in 

private sector as self-employment, who only have restricted social network of families. 

This finding indicates that in China, social networks of workers in market sector may 

be relying on existed relationship/guanxi (Bian, 1994, 2002, 2008; Chen & Volker, 

2016; Doug Guthrie, 2002; Hwang, 1998; Lin, 2001; Tian & Lin, 2016; Yang, 2002; 

Zhang & Lin, 2015) more than I hypothesize, instead of enjoying in total market logic 

without special guanxi as market transition ever suggested (Douglas Guthrie, 1998; 

Nee, 1989, 1991; X. Wu, 2006; Zhao & Zhou, 2002).  

Conclusion 6 echoes my hypothesis of the spectrum that state sector provide an 

environment of dense social networks and less trust on them. The dense networks may 

be caused by path dependency of old state-owned danwei with stable and restricted 

social loops, and the less trust people put on networks may be the influence of 

complicated and politicl-inclined workplace relations inside the state sector penetrated 

by state forces. 

 Third, the moderator effect of institution (on the relationships between 

human/political capital and social capital) manifests as another key point of this paper, 

focusing on the debate of market transition theory around which “capital plays a more 

important role under a certain institution”. Conclusions drawn from the testing of 

hypothesis H3 and H6 are presented as below: 

7) Comparing with being in units under the transitional sector, high human 

capital is easier to correlate to network of high strong tie proportion under the state 

sector. 

8) Comparing with being under the state sector, CPC membership as a political 

capital is easier to come with more heterogeneous and wider social capital return 

under the transitional sector. 

9) Comparing with being under the transitional sector, superior/cadres identity 
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as a political capital is easier to possess more heterogeneous and wider social capital 

return under the non-transitional sector. 

 As conclusion 7 shows, although human capital is found to effectively reduce 

kinship ties and strong ties proportion (conclusion 2), the moderator effect of 

institutions in state sector tends to weaken such trend: in the state sector, worker’s 

human capital may be no effective enough to grant them opportunities of knowing ties 

other than kinship and strong ties. 

 Conclusion 1 above finds no evidence that CPC membership can be advantageous 

in social capital return, yet as conclusion 8 suggests, CPC members in the transitional 

sector still enjoy the strength of accumulating social capital than their state sector 

peers. This moderator effect may be attributed into the relative abundance of CPC 

member (table 15 & 16) in the state sector, which render the strength of CPC 

membership in the transitional sector. 

 Cadres/superiors identity as a political capital contributes to social capital in 

transitional China (conclusion 1), meanwhile, the institutional effect executes as 

moderator between them that cadres identity effects more in non-transitional sectors 

in social capital return as Conclusion 9 reveals. It can be explained that there is still an 

advantage of cadres/superior in non-transitional sectors as prior studies suggest (Bian 

& Logan, 1996; Rona-Tas, 1994; X. Wu, 2002; Zhou, 2000a), yet in this paper it lies 

on the social capital building. 

In general, this paper find that political capital is more effective in the spectrum 

of state sector in accumulating social capital, meanwhile the human capital works 

better under the institutions of the transitional sector (in reducing the structural 

constraints). The finding partly matches the market transition theory that state sector 

still remain the logic of old communist time. 
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2. Discussion 

Still, there is quite a few problems to be discussed in this paper: 

First, the complex relationship between capitals and the institutional effect 

remains in debate. 

The analysis above doesn’t reach the conclusion that market transition into 

western mode is the basic pattern of China institutions in social capital return. The 

conclusion 5 suggests that kinship-network doesn’t work better in the state sector, and 

conclusion 8 reveals the importance of CPC membership in transitional sector. These 

two conclusion make a deep doubt on the polarization of market transition theory of 

“state” and “market” that 1) strong-tie/kinship-tie logic still stands even in the 

transitional/market sector (Bian, 1997; Bian & Ang, 1997; Tian & Lin, 2016); 2) 

political capital may be not weakened or reduced as the market transition theory 

suggested (Douglas Guthrie, 1998; Nee, 1991; Walder, 1994; X. Wu, 2006) even in 

the transitional/market sector. 

At least in the scope of social capital building, it is unappropriated to simplify the 

convers from human/political capital and concludes their attributes of social capital 

return only according to the corresponding sector (institution). The convers among 

these three capital must be more complicated under different institutions. 

Second, also my classification of the institution spectrum remains debatable.  

Does the private unit really run in the spectrum of transitional sector and market 

economy? As the self-employment and low socio-economic position are the main 

body of this private sector, the workers inside may not simply follow the social logic 

of market economy but their Chinese cultural inclined logic (such as the emphasis of 

guanxi and strong ties) as civilians and the path-dependent social logic (such as 

collective value and the emphasis of political capital) inherited from pre-transitional 

time of communist institutions. Moreover, even the classification of hybrid and 

foreign unit in the spectrum remains in question. Does the localization of foreign unit 

(which they have to be) change the social life of workers inside and its institutions 

may be not as “market-inclined” as we assume but as state-inclined (especially most 

of the sino-foreign unit are partly compromised to state forces)? 
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Third, only the correlations, instead of the causal mechanisms of structural effects 

on social capital are tested in this paper.  

Is the effect of institutions (Danwei) truly and directly leads to social capital 

result? Although I use the data in 2004 to predict the data in 2007 in my models, the 

distinct mechanism of institutional effect and human/political capital on social 

capital/network are still in vague to be discovered. Two waves of sampling data can 

be modeled in the methods of anti-factual analysis (fix-effected model or PSM) to 

exclude intertwined effects in a certain time, and concrete mechanism can be drawn. 

Fourth, the discussion of regional effect as an institutional effect is in lack. 

The differences between different areas of China are ignored in this paper, all 

workers and units are set default to be equal regardless of their geographical locations 

and environments——which should also be another kind of institutional effect 

executed in regions. The transition in China is not performed equally but in the 

regional sequence. So the certain region, in which a worker dwells and works, also 

plays a role in the different institutional effects of transition. 

Fifth, the controversial around market transition. 

Do the market forces prevail through the transition and promote the social capital 

return of human capital? This paper partly provides answers that there are complex 

mechanisms among different types of work units in transition. A feasible assumption 

is that there is still a unique core inside China society creating social rules when 

confronting the western and marketization impact. But the true, detailed stories of 

work units (both state and market sides) and the social rules inside them in transitional 

China are awaiting to be discovered. 
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XII. Appendix I: Heckman Selection Models (Full models) with Interaction Effects 

 Social capital Social ties Social network 
 Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 Model 5 Model 6 Model 7 
VARIABLES Extensity Accessibility Range Strong Ties  Kinship Ties  Trust in  Network  
Male -0.152 1.233 0.761 0.254 -1.930 -0.0162 -0.0189 
 (0.197) (0.772) (0.879) (1.623) (1.390) (0.0455) (0.0591) 
Age -0.00654 -0.0446 0.0315 -0.198 0.126 0.000450 0.00588 
 (0.0147) (0.0601) (0.0684) (0.130) (0.107) (0.00351) (0.00455) 
Education -0.0245 0.561* 0.735** -0.768 -1.924*** -0.0333* -0.0223 
 (0.0880) (0.323) (0.367) (0.692) (0.577) (0.0187) (0.0256) 
Job tenure 0.0496 0.0210 0.0637 -0.544 -0.315 0.00552 0.0269* 
 (0.0431) (0.173) (0.198) (0.389) (0.301) (0.0101) (0.0142) 
Job mobility 1.683*** 2.744** 4.838*** 5.217* -6.295** -0.108 0.285** 
 (0.367) (1.382) (1.608) (2.994) (2.483) (0.0856) (0.112) 
Party member 2.598*** 3.752 8.628** 0.637 -5.458 -0.0677 0.350 
 (0.806) (3.179) (3.647) (6.947) (5.611) (0.192) (0.249) 
Superior -0.242 -0.555 -0.851 3.744 -0.0129 0.0833 -0.0699 
 (0.361) (1.351) (1.545) (2.961) (2.377) (0.0785) (0.104) 
Company size 0.276* 0.397 0.465 -1.310 -0.760 -0.00828 -0.0286 
 (0.166) (0.408) (0.466) (1.168) (0.718) (0.0235) (0.0462) 
Sector (Ref. Private unit)       
State unit 0.122 -2.177 1.656 5.905 -24.93*** -0.287 0.634* 
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 (1.183) (5.022) (5.794) (10.72) (9.025) (0.306) (0.375) 
Hybrid unit 0.418 -0.144 6.298 16.98 -30.71*** -0.413 0.795* 
 (1.600) (6.439) (7.345) (13.39) (11.30) (0.375) (0.454) 
Foreign unit -3.022 3.695 -3.094 14.32 27.25 -0.814 0.611 
 (3.186) (14.70) (16.72) (29.72) (25.36) (0.838) (1.105) 
Education*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Edu*State unit 0.0900 0.262 -0.173 0.948 1.662** 0.0238 0.00221 
 (0.0843) (0.359) (0.409) (0.731) (0.648) (0.0210) (0.0256) 
Edu*Hybrid unit 0.0736 0.275 -0.196 -0.445 1.490* 0.0221 -0.0225 
 (0.113) (0.474) (0.540) (0.932) (0.835) (0.0273) (0.0331) 
Edu*Foreign unit 0.366 0.363 0.815 -0.0598 -2.036 0.0677 -0.0851 
 (0.270) (1.107) (1.259) (2.299) (1.911) (0.0628) (0.0766) 
Tenure*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Ten*State unit 0.0900 0.0203 0.0510 0.758** 0.225 -0.00672 -0.0180 
 (0.0843) (0.178) (0.203) (0.384) (0.312) (0.0103) (0.0139) 
Ten*Hybrid unit 0.0736 -0.122 -0.160 0.757* 0.597* 0.00605 -0.0197 
 (0.113) (0.203) (0.231) (0.439) (0.354) (0.0117) (0.0158) 
Ten*Foreign unit 0.366 -0.159 0.0414 1.848 -0.490 -0.00505 -0.00324 
 (0.270) (0.706) (0.803) (1.425) (1.215) (0.0400) (0.0487) 
Job mobility*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Job*State unit -0.725** -1.558 -2.429 -2.205 2.974 0.0556 -0.238** 
 (0.369) (1.541) (1.755) (3.232) (2.753) (0.0900) (0.115) 
Job*Hybrid unit -0.472 -2.471 -3.108 -5.165 4.782 0.146 -0.198 
 (0.457) (1.892) (2.153) (3.777) (3.343) (0.110) (0.138) 
Job*Foreign unit -0.763 -1.992 -2.094 -6.321 -0.706 0.0904 -0.0466 
 (1.326) (4.044) (4.599) (7.802) (6.984) (0.234) (0.278) 
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Party*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Par*State unit -2.266*** -3.756 -10.06*** 6.524 4.051 0.290 -0.135 
 (0.795) (3.314) (3.769) (7.013) (5.879) (0.193) (0.248) 
Par*Hybrid unit -0.748 -4.381 -7.962* 3.622 4.509 0.0157 -0.0625 
 (1.022) (4.079) (4.639) (8.576) (7.146) (0.235) (0.306) 
Par*Foreign unit -2.824 -10.98 -17.84 -18.44 21.13 0.00830 2.216** 
 (4.330) (15.04) (17.11) (29.92) (25.84) (0.850) (0.974) 
Superior*Sector (Ref. Private unit)      
Sup*State unit 0.922*** 2.421 3.191* -4.749 -2.066 -0.0762 0.0902 
 (0.354) (1.500) (1.706) (3.105) (2.654) (0.0872) (0.103) 
Sup*Hybrid unit 0.967** 2.800 3.140 -2.078 -0.505 -0.0794 0.127 
 (0.443) (1.902) (2.164) (3.918) (3.326) (0.109) (0.131) 
Sup*Foreign unit 1.986* 0.843 1.976 -10.28 1.488 -0.0952 0.446 
 (1.088) (4.157) (4.731) (8.785) (7.168) (0.236) (0.296) 
Prior dependent 0.331*** 0.00358 0.333*** 0.284*** 0.279*** 0.150*** 0.0785** 
 (0.0344) (0.00290) (0.0314) (0.0376) (0.0304) (0.0291) (0.0395) 
Constant -2.482* 0.0364 2.663 11.67 49.33*** 3.640*** 0.872** 
 (1.308) (0.215) (6.426) (11.31) (9.806) (0.432) (0.420) 
        
N 2,029 2,029 2,029 2,021 2,021 1,973 1,887 
Censored N 732 674 674 762 762 716 775 
Uncensored N 1,297 1,355 1,355 1,259 1,259 1,257 1,112 
Wald Statistic 297.62*** 253.46*** 284.19*** 114.21*** 180.87*** 61.76*** 63.45*** 
Df 27 27 27 27 27 27 27 
Selection model      
Dependent variable: 0=missing)      
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Education -0.0105 -0.0198* -0.0188* -0.0254** -0.0168 -0.0104 -0.0246** 
 (0.00970) (0.0111) (0.0108) (0.00996) (0.0105) (0.0106) (0.0101) 
Job tenure 0.00829** 0.0111*** 0.0111*** 0.00361 0.00605 0.00865** 0.00877** 
 (0.00354) (0.00400) (0.00400) (0.00370) (0.00389) (0.00398) (0.00378) 
Job mobility 0.203*** 0.145*** 0.144*** 0.117*** 0.154*** 0.132*** 0.0920** 
 (0.0425) (0.0466) (0.0466) (0.0431) (0.0453) (0.0458) (0.0432) 
Party member 0.145** 0.225*** 0.225*** 0.156** 0.154** 0.234*** 0.134* 
 (0.0660) (0.0755) (0.0754) (0.0683) (0.0728) (0.0745) (0.0688) 
Superior -0.0120 -0.0698 -0.0714 -0.0213 0.00429 -0.0372 -0.0468 
 (0.0394) (0.0440) (0.0440) (0.0404) (0.0429) (0.0433) (0.0401) 
Company size 0.0105 -0.0271 -0.0257 0.00361 0.0171 -0.00814 0.00245 
 (0.0290) (0.0320) (0.0320) (0.0299) (0.0314) (0.0318) (0.0300) 
Sector (Ref. Private unit)       
State unit 0.348*** 0.506*** 0.507*** 0.403*** 0.433*** 0.397*** 0.363*** 
 (0.0821) (0.0898) (0.0897) (0.0846) (0.0887) (0.0898) (0.0864) 
Hybrid unit 0.180* 0.280*** 0.279*** 0.258*** 0.304*** 0.271*** 0.312*** 
 (0.0923) (0.0998) (0.0999) (0.0947) (0.0992) (0.100) (0.0962) 
Foreign unit -0.0183 0.118 0.118 0.0708 0.150 0.110 0.0403 
 (0.184) (0.198) (0.198) (0.190) (0.199) (0.200) (0.193) 
Prior dependent 0.0318*** 0.00358 0.00306 0.00321*** 0.00112 0.00128 0.00427 
 (0.00599) (0.00290) (0.00204) (0.000968) (0.00131) (0.0389) (0.0254) 
Constant -0.254* 0.0364 0.147 0.0750 -0.0658 0.0505 0.120 
 (0.152) (0.215) (0.172) (0.163) (0.171) (0.224) (0.178) 
ρ 0.982 0.036 0.057 0.943 -0.004 0.018  
 (0.006) (0.199) (0.312) (0.019) (0.244) (0.537)  

Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1 
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